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Introduction
In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a spherical capsule is 
imploded using multiple laser beams to produce an energetic 
fusion reaction by compressing nuclear fuel to high densities 
and temperatures.1 In the direct-drive scheme,2 the capsule 
is uniformly illuminated by overlapping beams, and in the 
indirect-drive scheme,3 the laser beams are first converted into 
x rays that then illuminate the capsule. In both schemes, the 
laser beams can drive the two-plasmon–decay (TPD) instabil-
ity.4–8 When TPD is driven strongly, an extended spectrum 
of large-amplitude electron plasma waves (EPW’s) is gener-
ated that accelerates electrons to high energies (+100 keV) 
(Refs. 9–12). These electrons can deposit their energy in the 
fuel (preheat), reducing the compression efficiency and poten-
tially inhibiting ICF ignition. Although no experiments have 
definitively measured the effects of preheat, hydrodynamic 
simulations that include an ad hoc hot-electron model indicate 
low-adiabat ignition designs can survive +0.1% of laser energy 
converted into hot electrons and coupled to the fusion fuel.13

The TPD instability results from the decay of an electromag-
netic wave into two electron plasma waves.4,5 Phase matching, 
energy conservation, and the dispersion relations of the waves 
limit the instability to a small region near the quarter-critical 
density surface. Stability calculations of a single linearly polar-
ized electromagnetic wave show that the absolute threshold of 
the instability is proportional to ,I L Ts n e  where Is is the laser-
beam intensity, Ln is the plasma density scale length, and Te is 
the electron temperature of the plasma at the quarter-critical 
density.6 More-recent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations have 
shown the importance of convective mode in the nonlinear 
stage that also depends on I L Ts n e  (Ref. 14). Multibeam 
experiments have shown that hot-electron production scales 
with the overlapped vacuum laser-beam intensity (Iovr) 
(Ref. 15) independent of the number of beams used. This scal-
ing is not expected if the laser beams drive TPD independently. 
To explain these results, a multibeam model was proposed 
where different laser beams share a common electron plasma 
wave.16,17 Recent experiments at the Omega Laser Facility18,19 
showed that the overlapped intensity threshold for hot-electron 

generation depends on the laser-beam and target geometries.20 
A model that calculates the homogeneous, multibeam, TPD 
growth rate shows that beams that share the same angle with 
respect to the common-wave vector can couple through the 
resonant common electron plasma wave and that this coupling 
occurs in the region in k space bisecting the laser beams.21 In 
this common-wave region, the TPD growth rate depends on the 
geometry and the polarization of the laser beams.

This article reports on the measured hot-electron fraction 
generated by TPD in planar experiments using one to four 
linearly polarized beams, 18 beams with polarization smooth-
ing, and, in spherical experiments, 60 beams with polarization 
smoothing. The overlapped intensity threshold for hot-electron 
generation is different for each experimental configuration. 
These measured thresholds are compared with convective gains 
calculated with the resonant common-wave model.

The following sections describe (1) the various experi-
mental configurations; (2) the experimental results, where the 
overlapped intensity threshold for hot-electron generation is 
observed to be different for the various experimental configu-
rations; and (3) the multibeam TPD resonant common-wave 
growth rate for linearly polarized beams and beams with polar-
ization smoothing. Next, the common-wave gain is shown to 
be consistent with observed variations in the TPD thresholds, 
followed by the conclusions.

Experimental Setup 
The experiments discussed here were designed to measure 

the intensity thresholds for the production of hot electrons 
while varying different parameters in the common-wave gain. 
On OMEGA EP,19 the hot-electron fraction was measured in 
planar geometry as a function of the laser energy for one-, 
two-, and four-beam configurations to study the variation of the 
hot-electron production with a maximum normalized growth 
rate that depends on the polarization and geometry of the laser 
beams. The four-beam results were compared to OMEGA 
planar experiments, where 18 beams distributed in three cones 
were used to study the variation in the hot-electron production 
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with the number of beams that contribute to the common-wave 
TPD. The planar experiments are compared to OMEGA experi-
ments in spherical geometry to measure the variation in the 
hot-electron production with the plasma parameters.

1.  Laser Setup
a. OMEGA EP planar geometry.  In the OMEGA EP 

experiments, four vertically polarized 351-nm beams inter-
sected the target at an angle of 23° with respect to the target 
normal [Fig. 133.34(a)]. The focal spots of the beams were 
spatially overlapped to within 20 nm. The beams used 2-ns 
flattop laser pulses that were co-timed to within 50 ps. Two 
sets of distributed phase plates (DPP’s)22 were used [860-nm 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) for Beams 1 and 2 and 
800-nm FWHM for Beams 3 and 4] to produce an +1-mm-
diam, ninth-order super-Gaussian intensity profile. A maximum 
single-beam energy of 2.0 kJ (2.6 kJ) was used on Beams 1 
and 2 (3 and 4), resulting in peak single-beam intensities Imax = 
1.8 # 1014 W/cm2 (Imax = 2.6 # 1014 W/cm2). Experiments 
were performed using one beam; two beams in a horizontal 
configuration (Beams 1 and 4), vertical configuration (Beams 1 
and 3), and diagonal configuration (Beams 1 and 2); and four 
beams [Fig. 133.34(a)].

b. OMEGA planar geometry.  In the OMEGA planar experi-
ments, 18 beams at a wavelength of 351 nm intersected the 

target in three cones of six beams at angles of 23°, 48°, and 63° 
with respect to the target normal [Fig. 133.34(b)]. The beams 
were spatially overlapped to within 20 nm. The beams used 
2-ns flattop laser pulses that were co-timed to within 10 ps. All 
beams were smoothed by polarization smoothing (PS)23 and 
DPP’s (710-nm FWHM) to produce an +1-mm-diam, fourth-
order super-Gaussian intensity profile. The single-beam energy 
ranged from 240 J to 380 J, providing a peak single-beam 
intensity ranging from 3.4 # 1013 W/cm2 to 5.4 # 1013 W/cm2.

c. OMEGA spherical geometry.  In the OMEGA spherical 
experiments, 60 laser beams at 351 nm smoothed by PS and 
DPP’s (710-nm FWHM) uniformly illuminated an 860-nm-
diam spherical target [Fig. 133.34(c)]. The beams were pointed 
with an accuracy of 20 nm. The beams used 1-ns flattop laser 
pulses that were co-timed to within 10 ps. The 60 laser beams 
used a total energy of 13 kJ to 29.5 kJ to produce a spherically 
symmetric illumination of the target. The peak single-beam 
intensity was varied from 5 # 1013 W/cm2 to 1.2 # 1014 W/cm2.

2.  Targets
a. Planar geometry.  For the planar experiments on both 

OMEGA and OMEGA EP, the laser beams illuminated a 
30-nm-thick CH layer deposited on 30 nm of Mo and backed 
with an additional 30 nm of CH. Hydrodynamic simulations 
using the two-dimensional (2-D) code DRACO24 indicated that 
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Figure 133.34
Schematic of the laser-beam configurations on (a) OMEGA EP, (b) OMEGA (planar geometry), and (c) OMEGA (spherical geometry). In OMEGA EP experi-
ments, the polarizations of the beams are 8° from vertical [inset in (a)], and in OMEGA experiments, the beams used polarization smoothing.
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the laser light interacted with the first layer, producing a CH 
plasma with density and temperature profiles that depended 
(for each configuration) only on the overlapped laser intensity. 
For the experimental conditions presented here, the hydro-
dynamic profiles near quarter-critical density reached steady 
state after about 1.5 ns. After this time, the calculated quantity 
I L T,ovr,q n q e,q  varied by less than 10% at the quarter-critical 
density (the subscript “q” refers to quantities at the quarter-
critical density surface).

For the OMEGA EP experiments, the overlapped laser inten-
sity was increased from 1.5 # 1014 W/cm2 to 7 # 1014 W/cm2, the 
density scale length (Ln,q) increased from 260 nm to 360 nm, 
and the electron temperature (Te,q) increased from 1.5 keV to 
2.5 keV; the ratio L Tn,q e,q  was nearly constant over this inten-
sity range (.160 nm/keV). The laser intensity at quarter-critical 
density was about half the vacuum intensity.

For the OMEGA planar experiments, the overlapped 
laser intensity was increased from 4 # 1014 W/cm2 to 6.5 # 
1014 W/cm2, the density scale length (Ln,q) increased from 
260 nm to 320 nm, and the electron temperature (Te,q) 
increased from 2 keV to 2.4 keV; the ratio L Tn,q e,q  was 
nearly constant over this intensity range (.135 nm/keV). 
The overlapped laser intensity at quarter-critical density was 
about half the vacuum overlapped intensity.

b. Spherical geometry.  In the spherical experiments, the 
laser beams illuminated an 800-nm-diam, 30-nm-thick Mo 
shell coated with 30 nm of CH. Hydrodynamic simulations 
using the one-dimensional (1-D) code LILAC25 showed that 
the laser light interacted only with the CH layer and the 
hydrodynamic profiles near quarter-critical density reached a 
steady state after about 0.5 ns. After this time, the calculated 
quantity I L T,ovr,q n q e,q  varied by less than 10%, where 

,I P R4 2
ovr,q L,q q/ r  PL,q is the laser power at the quarter-

critical-density surface, and Rq is the radius of the quarter-
critical-density surface. When the overlapped laser intensity 
was increased from 5 # 1014 W/cm2 to 12 # 1014 W/cm2, the 
density scale length (Ln,q) increased from 120 nm to 140 nm 
and the electron temperature (Te,q) increased from 2.1 keV 
to 2.2 keV; the ratio L Tn,q e,q  was nearly constant over this 
intensity range (.60 nm/keV). The overlapped laser intensity 
at quarter-critical density (570 nm) was about half the over-
lapped vacuum intensity.

3. Diagnostics
Two principal diagnostics were used to determine the amount 

of laser energy converted to hot electrons: an x-ray spectrometer 

(XRS)26–28 and a hard x-ray detector (HXRD).29 Monte Carlo 
simulations using the code EGSnrc30 were used to determine 
the total hot-electron energy (Ee) given the measured hard x-ray 
temperature and the total energy in the Ka emission.26

a. X-ray spectrometer.  The XRS measures the energy emit-
ted into the Mo Ka emission line EKa` j using an absolutely 
calibrated planar LiF crystal spectrometer that views the target 
from the laser’s incident side at an angle of 63° from the target 
normal26 on OMEGA EP, 37.4° from the target normal on 
OMEGA planar experiments, and along the target normal for 
spherical experiments. The Monte Carlo simulations show that 
electrons with energies less than 120 keV are stopped in the 
Mo. The 17.5-keV Mo Ka line is sufficiently energetic so that 
photoexcitation from the 2.5-keV coronal plasma region does 
not contribute to the Ka-emission measurement.

b. Hard x-ray detector.  The hard x-ray detector consists 
of a three-channel filtered scintillator array that measures 
the x-ray radiation generated by the hot electrons in the Mo 
above +40 keV, +60 keV, and +80 keV (Ref. 29). The hard 
x-ray detector views the back of the target at an angle of 40° 
from the target normal on OMEGA EP and 42° from the target 
normal on OMEGA planar experiments. The hard x-ray tem-
perature is estimated using the exponentially decreasing x-ray 
energies measured by the three channels. The relative error in 
the measurement of the slope (Trad) in the hard x-ray spectrum 
is 20%. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the hard x-ray 
temperature is a good measure of the hot-electron temperature 
Thot (Trad - Thot) (Ref. 26).

Experimental Results
Figure 133.35 shows that for all configurations tested, the 

hot-electron fraction defined as the fraction of laser energy 
converted to hot electrons (fhot) increases exponentially with 
the overlapped vacuum laser-beam intensities and, at high 
intensities, the increase is much slower. The rapid increase 
in hot-electron production at low intensities is used to 
determine an intensity threshold defined as the overlapped 
intensity when the hot-electron fraction is equal to 10–4 (near 
the detector threshold). For one and two linearly polarized 
beams in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal configuration 
(OMEGA EP planar geometry), a similar evolution with 
the overlapped-laser-beam intensity is measured and a hot-
electron–production threshold of Ith + 1014 W/cm2 is inferred. 
For the four-beam configuration (OMEGA EP planar geom-
etry), the threshold dependence on the overlapped intensity 
is increased by a factor of 2 and a threshold of Ith + 2 # 
1014 W/cm2 is measured. A factor-of-2 further increase in the 
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intensity threshold (Ith + 4.2 # 1014 W/cm2) is observed for 
the 18-beam configuration (OMEGA planar geometry). In 
spherical geometry, the intensity threshold is +3# higher than 
for the four-beam configuration (Ith + 6 # 1014 W/cm2). These 
data underline the fact that the hot-electron intensity threshold 
depends strongly on the experimental configuration.

The measured rapid growth of the hot-electron fraction with 
the laser intensity is consistent with the exponential growth 
expected for convective TPD. This suggests that nonlinear 
mechanisms that may occur at low intensities are not sufficient 
to saturate the growth of the electron plasma waves. At higher 
intensities, the increase in the hot-electron fraction with laser 
intensity is reduced, suggesting that the TPD growth is affected 
by a nonlinear saturation mechanism.

Time-resolved data obtained with HXRD show that the 
hot-electron production occurs toward the end of the laser 
pulse. The instantaneous hot-electron fraction at the end of 
the pulse is typically a factor of +2 higher than the value aver-

aged over the entire pulse.12 These hot-electron measurements 
account for all electrons produced. In a fusion experiment, 
the hot-electron energy coupled to the core is expected to be 
significantly reduced by the divergence of the electrons angle 
and the variation in their energy.

Common-Wave Modeling
In this section, the resonant-TPD growth rate is calculated 

for multiple laser beams. The growth rate is shown to depend 
on the beam geometry, the beam polarization, and the sum of 
the intensities of the beams that share the same angle with the 
common electron plasma wave vector. For multiple laser beams 
with polarization smoothing, the maximum normalized growth 
rate is shown to be constant and independent of the geometry 
of the beams.

The multibeam coupling is relevant to calculations of both 
absolute growth or the convective TPD amplification. To inter-
pret the experimental results described above, the convective 
gain was derived following the Rosenbluth method,14,31 which 
assumes that the common plasma wave propagates parallel to 
a linear density profile.

1.  Multiple Linearly Polarized Beams
In the case of multiple laser beams driving a common electron 

plasma wave with frequency and wave vector (~c, kc), the disper-
sion relation for the common wave is k3 v2 2 2 2

c pe c th,e~ ~= +  and 
for the corresponding daughter waves

 ,k k3 v,i0
2 2

0
2

c pe c th,e- -~ ~ ~= +
2_ i  

where vth,e is the electron thermal velocity and ~0 and k0,i 
(with a magnitude k0 independent of i) are the frequency and 
the wave vector of beam i. A common-wave region is defined 
where a resonant process exists and is determined by satisfying 
the dispersion relations for all laser beams and electron plasma 
waves leading to

 ... ,i n1const, forii = =  (1)

where ii is the angle between k0,i and kc. All laser beams 
that drive a resonant common electron plasma wave must 
share the same angle with the common wave. For a two-beam 
configuration, Fig. 133.36(a) shows that this condition defines 
a plane in k space bisecting the wave vectors of the two laser 
beams. For more than two symmetrically oriented laser beams, 
Fig. 133.36(b) shows that this condition restricts the resonant 
common waves to a line.
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Figure 133.35
Hot-electron fraction (fhot) as a function of vacuum overlapped laser intensity. 
Single, two, and four correspond to OMEGA EP planar experiments where the 
beams are linearly polarized; 18 (60) corresponds to OMEGA planar (spherical) 
experiments where the beams have polarization smoothing. The dashed lines 
are drawn to guide the eye. In each case, the overlapped intensity at quarter-
critical density is about half the vacuum overlapped intensity. For the 18-beam 
configuration, at an overlapped intensity of 4 # 1014 W/cm2, the signal was 
lower than the diagnostic detection threshold (red arrow).
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The dispersion relation for the common wave is derived 
following the TPD linear theory for the conditions where the 
collision frequency is much smaller than the growth rate

 , ,
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where the superscript SB refers to single beam, c is the tem-
poral growth rate,

 , ,D k ik 1 1 3 22 2 2 2
pe De-~ c ~ ~ m ~ c= + +` `j j9 C& 0

is the dispersion relation, vDe th,e pem ~=  is the Debye length, 
and ~pe is the electron plasma frequency. The single-beam 
growth rate is given by ,cosf, , maxi i0

2
0
2 2SB

c
SBc c a=` `j j  where a 

is the angle between the electric-field polarization vector and 
the common-wave vector and

 .f k kk k k k2
0

2
0 0c c c c- - -=

2` j9 C

The maximum single-beam growth rate squared is

 ,cn m k I2 2max i0
2

0
2SB

c ec =` _ `j i j

where c is the light velocity, me is the electron mass, 
n m e40

2 2
c e~ r=  is the critical density, and e is the elec-

tron charge.

To evaluate the maximum value of the growth rate, 
the minimum value of , ,D k k ,i0c -~ c` j  is determined 
by ensuring that the dispersion relations for all daughter 

waves are satisfied [i.e., Eq. (1) is satisfied]. It follows that 
, ,D k k const,i0 0c c- -~ ~ c c= =` j  and the temporal growth 

rate is given from Eq. (2) by

 
i

.,i0
2

0
2MB SB

c c=` aj k/  (3)

The common-wave growth rate is normalized to the maximum 
single-beam growth rate calculated for the overlapped intensity 
of the beams contributing to the common wave (IR):
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,cosf,
max

I i i0
2

0
2

0
2

2MB

SB

MB

c
c

c
a bC = =

Σ
`

`
`

_j
j
j

i/  (4)

where ,I I Ii i ib = Σ  is the intensity of the laser beam i, and ai 
is the angle between the electric-field polarization vector and 
the common-wave vector. To determine the dominant com-
mon electron plasma wave, a maximum normalized growth 
rate max0

2 MB
C` j9 C is calculated that depends only on the geometry 

and polarizations of the laser beams. The convective gain is 
given by

 ,G T

I L
6 10 max

2 0
0
2

c
e

n MB
#

m
C= - Σ ` j  (5)

where IR is in units of 1014 W/cm2, Ln is in nm, Te is in keV, 
and m0 is the laser wavelength in nm.

2.  Multibeams with Polarization Smoothing
For more than two beams, the common-wave region defines 

a line [lc displayed in Figs. 133.37(a) and 133.37(b)] and 
the growth rate for multiple beams is equal to the sum of the 

Figure 133.36
(a) The common-wave region for two beams is given by a plane that bisects the wave vectors (k0,1, k0,2) of the laser beams (red plane). (b) A common electron 
plasma wave (EPW) can be driven only by multiple laser beams that share the same angle to the common-wave vector (ii) to satisfy the dispersion relation 
for each daughter EPW .k k const,i c0 - =` j
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growth rate for a single beam along this line [applying Eq. (3)]. 
Since the growth rate is azimuthally symmetric around k0 for 
each beam (Appendix A) and Eq. (1) must be satisfied, the 
growth rate along lc is equal for each beam. The growth rate 
for multiple beams is given by the single-beam growth rate 
times the number of beams (NR) that can drive the common 
wave .N0

2
0
2MB, SB,PS PSc c= Σ` `j j9 C  The multibeam growth 

rate is normalized to the maximum single-beam growth rate 
,Nmax max

I I
0
2

0
2SB, SB, sc c= Σ

Σ` `j j9 C  resulting in a factor that depends 
only on the beam geometry

 .sinf2
1

0
2

0
2 2MB, SB,

c
PS PS

iC C= =` `j j  (6)

To determine the maximum normalized growth rate, the 
common-wave line is plotted over the top of the single-beam 
growth rate calculated in the plane (k0, lc) [Fig. 133.37(b)]. 
The multibeam normalized growth rate along the common-
wave line is plotted in Fig. 133.37(c) for three angles. For most 
conditions, the common-wave line crosses the maximum 
normalized single-beam growth rate: for small values of i 
[solid red curve in Fig. 133.37(c)], the common-wave line 
crosses the upper hyperbola and for large values of i [dotted 
red line in Fig. 133.37(c)], the common-wave line crosses the 
lower hyperbola. In these two cases, the maximum normalized 

multibeam growth rate with PS is . .0 5max0
2 MB,PS
C =` j  When the 

common-wave line does not intersect the hyperbola, the maxi-
mum normalized multibeam growth rate is slightly reduced 
[dashed red line in Fig. 133.37(c)]. The range of angles where 
the common-wave line does not cross the hyperbolas is given 
by the Landau cutoff and is, in general, small. The common-
wave gain for multibeams with PS is given by

 G T

I L
3 10 2 0

c
e

nPS
#

m
= - Σ

 (7)

and, contrary to the gain in the case of polarized beams, does 
not depend on the geometry of the beams except as noted above. 
These results are consistent with the initial experiments that 
demonstrate multibeam effects on hot-electron generation.15

Interpretation of Experimental Results
In this section, the experimental results are discussed in the 

context of the common-wave model, where each experimental 
configuration was designed to vary a different parameter in 
the gain , , and .N N L T (Table133.VI)max0

2 MB
beam n,q e,qC Σ` j9 C  

Figure 133.38 shows that the common-wave gain reproduces the 
measured hot-electron intensity thresholds shown in Fig. 133.35. 
For all laser-beam configurations, a gain threshold of +2 is 
observed and a saturation is measured for Gc L 3. This thresh-

Figure 133.37
(a) A 3-D representation of the maximum growth rate for a single beam with polarization smoothing (gray hyperboloids). Multiple beams with polarization 
smoothing can couple through the common wave along the common-wave line (lc, red dashed line) at an angle i. (b) Normalized single-beam with polarization 
smoothing growth rate in the plane (k0, lc). The Landau cutoff (kmDe = 0.25, where k is the maximum value between kc and |kc–k0|) for Te = 2 keV is repre-
sented with a black dashed line. The normalized multibeam growth rate is equal to the single-beam growth rate along lc. (c) Normalized multibeam growth 
rate calculated along the common-wave line for i = 23° (solid red line), i = 48° (dashed red line), and i = 63° (dotted red line). The cutoff for small and large 
kc corresponds to the Landau cutoff calculated for Te = 2 keV.
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old is about 5# lower than required for significant convective 
amplification from thermal noise. This discrepancy could be 
attributed to enhanced Langmuir wave noise, modified density 
profiles,32 or laser speckles.33

The experimental results can be used to calculate an inten-
sity threshold for hot-electron production from Eq. (5), when 
the convective gain is equal to 2, given by

 .I
L T

94
,

max0
2

q th
MB

n,q e,q
MB

C

=Σ_
` `

i
j j

 (8)

The intensity threshold for the different configurations is com-
puted in Table 133.VI.

1.  Beam Geometry and Polarization
On OMEGA EP, the maximum normalized growth rate was 

varied between the different configurations by changing the 
beam geometry and polarization while the other parameters 
remained constant (Table 133.VI). For the one- and two-beam 
configurations, a similar hot-electron production as a function 
of intensity is observed (Fig. 133.35). This demonstrates that 
for the two-beam configuration, the TPD is driven by a multi-
beam process. For the four-beam configuration, the observed 
factor-of-2 increase in the intensity threshold (Fig. 133.35) is 
explained by the factor-of-2 decrease in the maximum normal-
ized growth rate (Eq. 4) (Ref. 21).

The spectrum in k space where the normalized growth rate 
is maximum is larger for the single-beam configuration than 
for the two-beam configuration, whereas the maximum nor-
malized growth rate is similar. The fact that the hot-electron 
fraction produced by the one-beam and two-beam configura-
tions is similar suggests that the k-space volume of the large 
EPW’s plays a minor role in the generation of hot electrons and 
that the hot-electron production depends, to first order, on the 
maximum normalized growth rate.

2.  Number of Contributing Beams
In the 18-beam configuration on OMEGA, only a third of the 

beams contribute to the common-wave process, and the inten-
sity that contributes to the maximum growth rate is reduced by 
50% from the total overlapped intensity at the quarter-critical 
density. This is the primary explanation for the experimen-
tally observed increase in the overlapped intensity threshold 

Table 133.VI: List of parameters defining the common-wave gain that were varied during the experiments. NR is the 
number of beams that share an equivalent angle with the common electron plasma wave [see Eq. (3)] 
with the largest growth rate, L Tn,q e,q  is in units of nm/keV; I ,q th

MB
Σ_ i  is in units of 1014 W/cm2. 

Configuration Nbeam max0
2C MB` j NR L Tn,q e,q I ,q th

MB
Σ_ i

Single 1 1.0 1 175 0.5

Two vertical 2 1.0 2 175 0.5

Two horizontal 2 0.8 2 175 0.7

Two diagonal 2 0.6 2 175 0.9

Four 4 0.5 4 175 1.1

Eighteen 18 0.5 6 135 1.4

Sixty 60* 0.5 6 60 3.1
*The number of beams that contribute in spherical geometry on OMEGA to the total overlapped intensity is +20.
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Figure 133.38
The hot-electron fraction is plotted as a function of the common-wave gain 
for each experimental configuration tested.
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(Fig. 133.35), where the beams are arranged in three cones of 
six at three different angles. As a result of the common-wave 
condition [Eq. (1)], each cone drives a different common wave 
and the coupling that dominates the TPD growth is the one 
with the largest growth rate. Since the beams were smoothed 
by polarization smoothing in this experiment, the coupling 
with the largest growth rate corresponds to the cone that has 
the highest intensity at the quarter-critical density. LILAC 
simulations indicate that the beams in the 23° cone have the 
highest intensity at the quarter-critical density ( . ,I I0 6,

23
q ovr,q=Σ
c  

. ,I I0 3,
48

q ovr,q=Σ
c  and .I I0 1,

63
q ovr,q=Σ
c ). This result is consistent 

with the experiments reported in Ref. 8, where the hot-electron 
generation was shown to depend only on the intensity of the 
beams of a single cone.

3.  Plasma Parameters
The difference in the 18-beam and 60-beam thresholds 

observed in Fig. 133.35 is primarily a result of the difference 
in the plasma parameters, L Tn,q e,q  (Table 133.VI). For the 
spherical results, the maximum number of beams that are 
symmetrically oriented is six, arranged in a hexagon [a nine-
beam coupling also exists but the large angle between the 
target normal and the beams (63°) significantly reduces their 
intensity at quarter-critical density]. As in the OMEGA planar 
experiments, the beams in the 23° cone produce the largest 
common-wave gain.

Conclusions
These experimental results indicate that the hot-electron 

threshold depends on the hydrodynamic parameters at the 
quarter-critical density, the configuration of the laser beams, 
and the sum of the intensity of the beams that share the same 
angle with the common-wave vector. A TPD model where 
multiple laser beams can share a common electron plasma wave 
has been presented. The resonant common-wave process occurs 
only when the multiple laser beams share the same angle with 
the common EPW. This creates a common-wave region where a 
maximum growth rate defines the dominant EPW, independent 
of the plasma conditions. To compare with the experimental 
results, the maximum common-wave growth rate is used to 
calculate a convective gain.

The experiments were designed to measure the threshold 
for hot-electron production while varying the different param-
eters , ,,N I L Tmax s0

2 MB
n eCΣ ` j: D in the common-wave gain. A 

significant increase in the hot-electron intensity threshold was 
observed when the maximum normalized growth rate was 
reduced by using four beams compared to one or two beams. A 
further reduction was observed when the number of beams that 

can contribute to the common wave was reduced by distributing 
18 beams into three cones. The overlapped intensity threshold 
was observed to be different for the various experimental con-
figurations and is explained by the common-wave TPD model.

The common-wave theory is consistent with the initial 
experiments that first demonstrated multibeam effects on hot-
electron generation.15 In these experiments, the hot-electron 
fraction was shown to be independent of the number of beams. 
The beams that were varied were from the same cone and there-
fore shared the same common plasma wave. These results can 
be applied to the indirect-drive experiments reported in Ref. 8 
that showed the dependence of hot-electron generation on the 
intensity of the beams in a single cone.
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Appendix A: Single Beam with Polarization Smoothing
Polarization smoothing employs a birefringent crystal that 

separates the incident linearly polarized laser beam into two 
beams with orthogonal polarizations propagating at a slight 
angle (+40 nrad) with respect to each other. The angle is small 
compared to the f number (25 mrad) of the laser beam so that 
the k-vectors of the two beams can be treated equivalently. 
From the normalized common-wave growth rate [Eq.  (4)] 
and the fact that the intensity is equivalent between the two 
polarizations ,I I I 2= =

=;; Σ` j  the normalized growth rate for 
a single beam with a PS is given by
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where || (9) refers to the parallel (perpendicular) polarized 
beam, and from Fig. 133.39, it is apparent that
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where e|| (e9) is the polarization vector of the parallel (perpen-
dicular) polarized beam and kc,proj is the projection of kc on 
the plane (e||, e9).

Equation (A1) shows that for a single beam with polarization 
smoothing, the growth rate in k space is symmetric around k0 
( fc depends only on |kc|, |k0|, and |kc–k0|). When kc is in the 
plane (k0, e||), the term kc • e9 cancels out and the normalized 
growth rate is simply equal to half the normalized growth rate 
for a beam with parallel polarization calculated in the polar-
ization plane. Due to symmetry, the maximum growth rate is 
0.5 and in k space defines two hyperboloids [Fig. 133.37(a)]. 
In each plane that contains k0, the growth rate is equal to half 
the growth rate calculated for a linearly polarized single beam 
calculated in the polarization plane [Fig. 133.37(b)].
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